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Many mathematicians have studied universal Horn classes of structures or
quasi-primitive (or implicational) classes of algebras. As is well known, these
classes have many important algebraic properties which are satisfied in primitive
(or equational) classes, for example, to be closed under the formation of direct
products, to possess free structures or free algebras if these classes are non-
empty. But they are not generally closed under the formation of homomorphic
images. Among the theorems with respect to primitive classes, there is the well
known most fundamental theorem concerning the construction of the least
primitive class containing a given class of algebras. That is, it is obtained by
making direct products, subalgebras, and homomorphic images. The main pur-
pose of this paper is to show the analogical theorem which gives the construction
of the least universal Horn class containing a given class of structures.
In §1, we simply explain the basic concept and notation with respect to
structures for a first order language, and state some well known results which
are used in the succeeding sections. In §2, we shall show the definition of a
free structure satisfying defining relations, and study the relation between the
class K with free structures satisfying defining relations and the formation of
substructures and direct products of structures in K. In §3, we shall give the
definition of a natural limit structure as a direct limit of a special direct family,
and shall show the fact that, a structure SI is in a universal Horn class K if
and only if SI can be represented as a natural limit structure with respect to K.
In §4, applying the results in the above sections, we shall prove the theorem:
All isomorphic copies of direct limits of substructures of direct products of
structures in a class K form the least universal Horn class containing the class
K. Finally, §5 gives a characterization of universal Horn classes by using
natural limit structures.
1. Terminologies, notation, and some lemmas
A first order structure or simply structure SI means a non-empty set A on
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which unitary operations and finitary relations are defined. As is well known,
there is the one to one correspondence between the similarity types of structures
and the first order languages (with the equality symbol=). A structure of the
similarity type corresponding to a first order language L is simply called a struc-
ture for L. Let F be the set of all operation symbols of a first order language
L, and R the set of all relation symbols of L. The operation and the relation
on the base set A of a structure SI for L which correspond to an operation symbol
/and a relation symbol r are called interpretations of /and r on A, and denoted
by (f)A and (r)A respectively. Then the structure SI is denoted by ζAy FAy RAy,
whereFA={(f)Al/eί1} and RA={(r)A\r<EΞR}. Sometimes the base set A of SI
is denoted by | Sί | .
Let 3I=<^4, FAy RA> and 93=<iϊ, FBy RB> be structures for L. A mapping
Φ of A into (or onto) B is called an L-homomorphism of SI into (or onto) 93 if
the following two conditions are satisfied for any finite number of elements
aiy •• yan(=A:
(Hi) Φ((/)A(«II —I ««))=(0*(φ(Λi)> •"> φ(an)) for any rc-ary operation symbol
(H2) For any w-ary relation symbol r e / ? , if (r)A(aiy ••-,«„) holds in SI then
(r)B(Φ(α I), . , Φ ( β < l ) ) h o l d s i n » .
The L-homomorphism Φ of SI into 93 may be defined as a mapping Φ of A into
B such that for any atomic formulat θ(xly y xn) of L and for any elements aiy •••,
a
n
^A, if a19- j an satisfy θ(xiy~ , xn) in SI t h e n Φ(a1)y •••, Φ(an) satisfy ^ ( Λ ^ , xn)
in 93. An L-homomorphism Φ of SI onto 93 is called an L-isomorphism of SI
onto 93 if the mapping Φ is one to one and the inverse mapping Φ" 1 is also an
L-homomorphism. If there exists an L-isomorphism of SI onto 93, we say that
Sί is L-isomorphic to 93 or that SI and 93 are L-isomorphic. A structure
93=<£, FB, RBy is called a substructure of a structure $L=<A, FAy RAyy if B is
a subset of A, and if each operation (f)B is the restriction of (f)A to B and each
relation (r)B is the restriction of (r)A to B.
Let Σ be a set of sentences of L. A structure SI for L is called a model
of Σ if every sentence in Σ is valid in SI. The class of all models of Σ is denoted
by Σ*. If Σ is a set of universal sentences, then the class Σ* is called a universal
class. A formula of L is called a basic Horn formula (or a basic s-Horn formula),
if it is of the form θ
x
 V ••• vθ
ny where θ{ is an atomic formula or the negation of
an atomic formula, and at most (or exactly) one of them is an atomic formula.
A universal sentence is called a universal Horn sentence (or a universal s-Horn
sentence), if its matrix is a conjunction of basic Horn formulas (or basic s-Horn
t) We use an atomic formula in the usual meaning, not in the meaning in Gratzer [2].
That is, an atomic formula of L means a formula of the form t\ = t2 or r(ίi, •••, tm), where r is an
ra-ary relation symbol of L and t
ίf •••, tm are terms of L. Moreover an atomic formula θ(xi, •••,
x
n
) denotes an atomic formula with free variables among Xι, •••, x
n
 .
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formulas). If Σ is a set of universal Horn sentences (or universal s-Horn
sentences), then the class Σ* is called a universal Horn class (or a universal
s-Horn class).
Let L be a first order language. JΓis called an operator if for every class K
of structures for L, X(K) is a class of structures for L. If X and Y are opera-
tors, so is XY defined by XY{K)=X{Y{K)). The operators used in this paper
are /, S, P, P*, L defined as follows:
I(K) : all L-isomorphic copies of structures in K\
S(K) : all substructures of structures in K;
P(K) : all direct products of non-empty families of structures in K;
P*(K): all direct products of empty or non-empty families of structures in
K, where the direct product of the empty family of structures for
L means the one-element structure ©=<{φ}, F{φ), /?{<*} >t for L
in which every atomic formula of L is valid
L(K) : all direct limits of direct families of structures in K.
A class K of structures for L is said to be abstract if K is closed under L-
isomorphisms, i.e. I(K)czK. The following results are well known (cf. [2;
Chapter 7]):
L e m m a 1. Let K be a universal class. Then K is closed under the forma-
tion of substructures, i.e. S(K)c:K.
L e m m a 2. Let K be a universal Horn class. Then K is closed under the
formation of direct products of non-empty families of structuresy i.e. P(K)czK.
Any universal s-Horn sentence of L is valid in the one-element structure
(£=<({<£}, F{φ), i? {<*,})>. Hence the following lemma can be immediately obtained
from Lemma 2:
Lemma 2s. Let K be a universal s-Horn class. Then K is closed under the
formation of direct products of empty or non-empty families of structures, i.e.
Let <{Sίμ|/iGJIί}, {Φμ \μ,v<=M and μ^v}> be a direct family of structures
for L over a directed partially ordered set M, i.e. a family of structures 5ttμ, ^ G M ,
and of L-homomorphisms Φμ of Sίμ into 31
 v
 for all μ^v such that Φjί is the
identity mapping for all μ,, and ΦμΦ^Φ][ if \<^μ<.v. Now let 5t be the direct
limit of the above direct family, and Φμ the canonical L-homomorphism of Slμ
into St. Then, the following result is well known (cf. [1 Lemma 1], [2; Lemma
8, p. 138])
L e m m a 3. Let θ(xiy ~ ,xn) be any atomic formula of L, and let ά19 •••, άn
t) φ denotes the empty set.
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be any elements in 13t |. Then, άlf --,άn satisfy θ(xly -~,xn) in SI if and only if there
exist a structure §tμ and elements aly ~,an in |Stμ,| such that aly " ,an satisfy
θ(xly ~ ,xn) in SIμ and Φμ(at)=άiy i = l , , n.
Using the above lemma, we can easily verify the
Lemma 4. Let K be a universal class. Then K is closed under the forma-
tion of direct limits, i.e. L(K)ciK.
2. Free structures
Let E be a set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to a first
order language L. Then, a new first order language can be obtained from L by
adding all the nullary operation symbols e^E, which is denoted by L(E). Let
SI=<-4, FAy RAy be a structure for L. Then SI can be considered as a structure
for L(E) by adding interpretations (e)A to A, i.e. by determining a mapping Ψ of
E into A and putting (e)A=Ψ(e) for all e<=E. The resultant structure ζA, FA
U {(e)A \e<=E}, RAy for L(E) is denoted by 8l(Ψ). Let K be a class of structures
for L, and let Ω be a set of atomic sentences of L(E), i.e. atomic formulas of
L(E) in which no free variable occurs. Then, a structure 2l=<^4, FA, RAy for
L is called a K-free structure satisfying Ω with a set E of generator symbols, and
is denoted by %(E, Ω; K), if there exists a mapping Ψ of E into 4^ such that the
following three conditions are satisfied by putting (e)A=Ψ(e) for all e^E:
(F
x
) 51 is generated by the set {(e)A \ e^E}.
(F2) SI is in K and St(Ψ) is a model of Ω. We simply say that St is a K-
model of Ω under the interpretations (e)A, e^E.
(F3) If 23=<Z?, FB, RBy is a jf^ -model of Ω under some interpretations
(e)By e<^E, then there exists an L(£)-homomorρhism of SI into 35, i.e.
an L-homomorphism of Sϊ into S3 which maps (e)A to (e)B for each
Note that if §(£, Ω; K) exists, then it is unique up to L-isomorphism. If both
E and Ω are finite sets, then the i^-free structure γ$(E, Ω; K) is said to bo finitely
defined.
First we shall state the
Theorem 1. Let K be an arbitrary class of structures for a first order
language L. Then any structure SX=< 4^, FA, RAy in K can be represented as a
K-free structure %{E, Ω; K).
Proof. Let E={e
a
 | a^A} be a set of nullary operation symbols not belong-
ing to L, and let Ω be the set of all atomic sentences of L(E) which are valid
in SI under the interpretations (e
a
)A=a, ea^E. Then it is easy to see that St is
a i^-free structure satisfying Ω with the set E of generator symbols.
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Let E be an empty or non-empty set of nullary operation symbols not
belonging to a first order language L. The set E is said to be L-generative, if
L(E) contains at least one nullary operation symbol. Now we have the
Theorem 2. Let K be an abstract class of structures for a first order language
L. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) For any L-generative set E of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L
and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E), there exists a K-free structure
3(2?, Ω if) whenever a K-model of Ω exists.
(2) S(K)cif and P(K)cK.
Proof of (1)=Φ(2). First we shall prove that S(K)cK. Let S = < Λ F
Λ
, RA>
be any structure in K, and let 35=<(2?, FBy RBy be any substructure of SI. Now
let 2?— {eb I b GΞ B} be a set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and
Ω the set of all atomic sentences of L(E) which are valid in 35 under the inter-
pretations (eb)B=by eb^E. Then clearly SI is a if-model of Ω under the inter-
pretations (eb)A=b, eb^E. Hence there exists a if-free structure γ$(Ey Ω; if),
and hence there exists an L(i?)-homomorphism of %(E, Ω; if) into SI, i.e. an
L-homomorphism of %(E> Ω; K) into Si which maps (eb)^EtQ;1O\ to (eb)A for
each eb^E. Therefore there exists an L-homomorphism Φ of %(E, Ω; K) onto
95 which maps (eb)\^cE,Ω'K^\ t o {eb)β f°r each eb^E. On the other hand, any
atomic sentence of L{E) which is valid in 35 under the interpretations (eb)By eb^E,
is also valid in 3(2?, Ω; K) under the interpretations (eb)\%QEtQ;IO\, eb^E, because
any atomic sentence oϊL{E) which is valid in 35 is contained in Ω and $(E, Ω; K)
is a if-model of Ω. Hence Φ is an L-isomorphism, and hence 35 is in K.
Therefore we have
Hereafter we shall prove that P(ϋΓ)cϋΓ. Let Slf =<i4 ί, FA.y RA^>, i<=I, be
any structures in K, where / is a non-empty set. And let St=<yϊ, FA, RAy be
the direct product of all Slt , i^I. Now let E={ea\a^A} be a set of nullary
operation symbols not belonging to L, and Ω the set of all atomic sentences of
L(E) which are valid in SI under the interpretations (e
a
)A=ay ea^E. Then Slf.
is clearly a if-model of Ω under the interpretations (e
Λ
)Aί=Πf.(tf), ea^E, where Π t
is the projection of A onto A{. Hence there exists a if-free structure
3(2?, Ω K). Moreover there exists an L-homomorphism Φ of SI onto %(E> Ω K)
which maps (e
a
)A to (OISC^.Ω: JDI f°Γ e a c n ea^E> because any atomic sentence of
L(E) which is valid in SI under the interpretations (e
a
)Ay ea^E, is contained in
Ω, and %(E, Ω; K) is a if-model of Ω under the interpretations (e
a
)^CEtΩ;κ^ and
is generated by {(e
a
)\%cEtQ;lo]\ea^E}. On the other hand, for each i^I there
exists an L-homomorphism Φ f of %(E, Ω; if) onto Slt such that Φ/((eβ)ιSc£\Ω;/r>ι)
=Πi(a) for all e
a
^Ey because Slt is a if-model of Ω under the interpretations
(ea)Ai=Π, (α), e
a
^E. Hence any atomic sentence θ of L(E) which is valid in
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, Ω; if) under the interpretations (e
a
)\%tE,Ω ,κ)\> ea^E> ι s valid in every St,
under the interpretations (e
a
)A=Tli(a), ea<=E, and hence the θ is valid in SI
under the interpretations (e
a
)A—a, ea^E. Therefore the L-homomorphism Φ
of Si onto %(E, Ω; K) is an L-isomorphism. Hence Sί is in if. Therefore we
haveP(if)cif.
Proof of (2)=>(1). Assume that S(K)^K and P ( i f ) c i f . Let E be any
L-generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and let Ω be
any set of atomic sentences of L(E) such that a if-model of Ω exists. In the
following, we shall prove that a if-free structure %(Ey Ω; K) exists. It is easily
seen that there exists a non-empty set {%i=ζkAiJ FA.y RA^)\i^I} of if-models
of Ω such that, if %5=ζB, FB, RB> is a if-model of Ω under interpretations
(e)B, e^E, then for some i^I the substructure St/ of Sl, generated by the set
{(e)A.\e<=E) and the substructure 33' of 33 generated by the set {{e)B\e^E}
are L(£)-isomorphic. The direct product St=<^4, FAy RA> of all Sϊ, , i<=I,
is contained in if, because P(K)c:K. For every e^E, the interpretation
(e)A is defined as the element a^A that satisfies ΐli(a)=(e)A. for all / e / ,
where Πf are the projections of 4^ onto ^4t . Then it is clear that SI is a
if-model of Ω, and the substructure W of SI generated by the set {{e)A\e^E} is
also a if-model of Ω, because S(if)cif. Next let 33 be any if-model of Ω.
Then for some z'e/, there exists an ^(^-isomorphism Φ t of the substructure SI/
of Stf generated by the set {(e)A.\e(=E} into 33. On the other hand, let Π/ be
the restriction of Π,- to | W \. Then Π/ is an L(£)-homomorphism of SI7 onto
SI/. Hence the product Φ, Π/ is an L(£')-homomorρhism of SΓ into S3. There-
fore W is a if-free structure satisfying Ω with the set E of generator symbols.
This completes the proof.
The next theorem can be easily obtained from the above theorem:
Theorem 2s. Let K be an abstract class of structures for a first order
language L. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) For any L-generative set E of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L
and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E), there always exists a K-free
structure %(E, Ω; if).
(2) S(K)^K and P*(if)cif.
Proof. Suppose that there always exists g(2?, Ω; if). Then S(K)^K and
P ( i f ) c i f follow from Theorem 2. Moreover, it is easy to see that if contains
a one-element structure for L in which every atomic formula of L is valid. Hence
if contains the one-element structure @=<({φ}, F{φ), i?tφ}> for L in which every
atomic formula of L is valid, because if is an abstract class. Hence we have
Conversely, assume that S( i f)e i f and P*(if)^if. Then if contains the
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one-element structure ©=<{φ}, F{φ}, Λ{ψ}> for L in which every atomic formula
of L is valid. Now it is easy to see that, for any L-generative set E of nullary
operation symbols not belonging to L and for any set Ω of atomic sentences
of L(E), © is a if-model of Ω. Hence by Theorem 2, %(E9 Ω; K) always exists.
3. Natural limit structures
Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L. Let E be an
L-generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and let Ω be
a set of atomic sentences of L{E). Now we define M(E, Ω) as the set of all
pairs (X, Γ) such that X is a finite L-generative subset of E and Γ is a finite
set of atomic sentences of L{X) which belong to Ω. Then, M(E, Ω) forms a
directed partially ordered set under the order relation defined as follows: (X, Γ)
fj( Y, Δ) if and only if both I c Y and ΓciΔ. Now we assume that a finitely
defined if-free structure %(X, Γ; K) exists for each (X, Γ ) G I ( ^ , Ω). Then
it is easy to see that, if (X, Γ)^(Y, Δ) then there exists an L-homomor-
phism Φ<&£> of %(X,Γ;K) into g(Y, Δ; K) which maps (e)ι&x.r;/oι to
(Φicr.Δ /ni for each e^X. Thus the pair of sets <{%(X, Γ K)\ (X, Γ)
t=M(E, Ω)}, {Φ&$]\(X, Γ), (Y, Δ ) G l ( £ , Ω) and (X, Γ)^(Y, Δ)}> forms a
direct family, which is called a direct family naturally defined by (E, Ω; K). A
direct limit of a direct family naturally defined by (E, Ω K) is called a natural
limit structure with respect to (Z?, Ω; i£), and denoted by 8>(Ey Ω; if). It is easy
to see that %>(E, Ω; K) is unique up to L-isomorphism. Now the following
lemma is known (cf. [1 Theorem 1]):
Lemma 5. Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L. Let
E be an L-generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and let Ω
be a set of atomic sentences of L(E). If there exists a natural limit structure
2(Ef Ω; K), and it is in K, then there exists a K-free structure %{E, Ω; K), which
is L-isomorphic to 8>(E, Ω; K).
Using the above lemma, we can obtain the
Lemma 6. Let Σ be a set of universal Horn sentences of a first order language
L. Let E be an L-generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L,
and let Ω be a set of atomic sentences of L{E). If there exists a Ύ^-free structure
%(Έ, Ω; Σ*), then there exists a natural limit structure %(E, Ω; Σ*), which is L-
isomorphic to %{Ey Ω; Σ*).
Proof. Let (X, Γ) be any member of M(E, Ω). Then it is easy to see that
%(E, Ω; Σ*) is a Σ*-model of Γ under the interpretations (β)ιgfc£.Q;s )i> e^X-
On the other hand, S ( Σ * ) ^ Σ * and P ( Σ * ) c Σ * follow from Lemmas 1 and 2
respectively. Hence by Theorem 2, there exists a Σ*-free structure %{X, Γ; Σ*),
and hence there exists a direct family naturally defined by (E, Ω; Σ*). Therefore
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there exists a natural limit structure &(E, Ω; Σ*), and by Lemma 4, it is in Σ*.
Hence by Lemma 5, %(E, Ω; Σ*) and 2(E, Ω; Σ*) are L-isomorphic.
Now we can see the frame of a universal Horn class by the following
Theorem 3. Let K be a universal Horn class. Then, a structure 31 is in K
if and only z/Sl is L-isomorphic to a natural limit structure 2(E, Ω; K).
Proof. Assume that St is in K. Then by Theorem 1, SI can be represented
as a K-free structure %(E> Ω; K). Hence by Lemma 6, SI is L-isomorphic to a
natural limit structure &(E, Ω; K). Conversely, assume that 21 is L-isomorphic
to a natural limit structure 2(Ey Ω; K). Then it is obvious from Lemma 4 that
Si is in K.
4. Constructions of universal Horn classes
First we shall prove the
T h e o r e m 4. Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L
such that, for any finite L-generative set X of nullary operation symbols not belong-
ing to L and for any finite set Y of atomic sentences of L(X), if a K-model of T
exists then a finitely defined K-free structure %(X, Γ; K) exists. Then the follow-
ing three properties are satisfied:
(A) IL(K) is the least universal Horn class that contains the class K.
(B) Let E be a finite L-generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging
to L, and Ω a finite set of atomic sentences of L(E). Then, there exists a
finitely defined IL(K)-free structure %(E, Ω; IL(K)) if and only if there
exists a finitely defined K-free structure %(E> Ω; K).
(C) Let E and Ω be the same sets as in (B). If there exists a finitely defined
K-free structure %(E, Ω; K)> then %(E, Ω; K) is L-isomorphic to
B, Ω; IL{K)).
Proof. Let Σ be the set of all universal Horn sentences which are valid in
every structure in K. Then it is clear that Σ * is the least universal Horn class
containing the class K. Now let E={e19 •••, en} be any finite L-generative set of
nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and let Ω={θi(e19 •••, en)\
ί = l , •••, m} be any finite set of atomic sentences of L(E).
First we shall prove the following:
(a) If there exists no finitely defined i^-free structure %{E, Ω; K), then there
exists no finitely defined Σ*-free structure $(E, Ω; Σ*).
Since %(E, Ω; K) does not exist, it is obvious by the assumption of this theorem
that there exists no i^-model of Ω. Hence all θi(e19 •••, en) in Ω are not valid in
any structure SI in K under any interpretations (£y)ι$aι, y=l> •••> n. That is, the
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sentence
Bx^' Bx^θ^x,, •••, x
n
)A — Λθ
m
(x19 — ,#„))
is not valid in any structure SI in K. Hence the universal Horn sentence
VΛV V Λ ^ P ^ , ••.,*„) v— VΊΘ
m
(x19 — ,*„))
is valid in every structure in K. Therefore this universal Horn sentence belongs
to Σ. Hence there exists no Σ*-model of Ω, and hence there exists no finitely
defined Σ*-free structure %(E, Ω; Σ*).
Next we shall prove the following:
(b) If there exists a finitely defined i£-free structure %(E, Ω; K), then there
exists a finitely defined Σ*-free structure %(E, Ω; Σ*), moreover, in this
case, %(E, Ω; K) and %(E, Ω; Σ*) are L-isomorphic.
The J^-free structure %(E, Ω; K) is a Σ*-model of Ω, because ί c Σ * . Hence
by Lemmas 1 and 2, and Theorem 2, we know that there exists a finitely defined
Σ*-free structure g(£, Ω; Σ*). Next we shall prove that %{E, Ω; K) and
%(E, Ω; Σ*) are L-isomorphic. Since %(E, Ω; K) is a Σ*-model of Ω and is
generated by the set {(£y)ιf$cE,Ω;/nι kye^}> there exists an L-homomorphism Φ
of %(E, Ω; Σ*) onto %(E, Ω; K) which maps (ej)\%CE,Ω ,^\ to (*j)\ΐkE.Qm\ for
each βj^E. Now let θ(elf '~,en) be any atomic sentence which is valid in
%(E, Ω; K) under the interpretations (^ Oigc^Ω /oi* e^E. Then the universal
s-Horn sentence
V ^ MxJiθ^ •••, x
n
)A ••• Λ θ
m
(x19 •••, xn))-^θ(xlί —,xH))
is valid in every structure in K> because for any ^-model 93 of Ω under some
interpretations (^ )|SBι> there exists an L-homomorphism of $(Ey Ω; K) into 33
which maps (£y)ιgc£,Ω; JDI to (^ y)ιS3ι for each ej€ΞE. Hence this universal s-Horn
sentence belongs to Σ. Therefore θ(eiy •••, en) is valid in §(£*, Ω; Σ*) under
the interpretations (^^I^C^.Ω S*)!) ej^-E> because %(E, Ω; Σ*) is a model of Σ and
0i(*i> ••*> en)Λ ••• Λ θ
m
(ei> •'"> et) is valid in §(£, Ω; Σ*) under the interpretations
(ej)\ί$cE,Ω;z*i\> ej^E. Hence the L-homomorphism Φ is an L-isomorphism.
In order to prove the property (A), it is sufficient to show IL(K)=?<*. By
Theorem 3, any structure in the universal Horn class Σ* is L-isomorphic to a
natural limit structure, which is, of course, a direct limit of a direct family of
finitely defined Σ*-free structures. Moreover by (a) and (b), every finitely
defined Σ*-free structure is L-isomorphic to a finitely defined J^-free structure.
Hence we have /L(if)QΣ*. The converse inclusion /Z/(iί)cΣ* follows from
i£<ΞΣ*, by Lemma 4. Hence we have /L(i^)=Σ*, as desired. Finally, the
properties (B) and (C) can be immediately obtained from (a) and (b), because
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Next we shall prove the
Theorem 45. Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L such
that, for any finite L-generative set X of nullary operation symbols not belonging to
L and for any finite set Γ of atomic sentences ofL(X), there exists a finitely defined
K-free structure %(X, Γ; K). Then, IL(K) is the least universal s-Horn class that
contains the class K.
Proof. By the assumption, K contains a one-element structure SI in which
every atomic ίormula of L is valid. Now, it is easy to see that, if a universal
Horn sentence σ is not a universal s-Horn sentence then σ is not valid in SI.
Hence the set of all universal Horn sentences which are valid in every structure
in K consists of only universal s-Horn sentences. Hence the least universal
Horn class containing the class K is the least universal s-Horn class containing
the class K. Therefore this theorem follows from Theorem 4.
The following theorem gives the construction of the least universal Horn
class containing a given class:
Theorem 5. Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L.
Then, the class ILSP(K) is the least universal Horn class that contains the class K.
Proof. Let K be the least universal Horn class containing the class K.
Then by Lemmas 1 and 2, K is closed with respect to the operators S and P,
and by Lemma 4, K is closed with respect to the operator L. Hence we have
that ILSP(K) c £ . Therefore, in order to prove this theorem, it suffices to show
the property:
(#) ILSP(K) is a universal Horn class containing the class K.
Now it is clear that SI(C) = IS(C) = ISS(C)9 PI(C) = IP(C) = IPP(C),
and PS(C)c:SP(C) for any class C of structures for L. Hence it is easy to
see that SISP(K)^ISP(K) and PISP(K)^ISP(K). Therefore by Theorem
2, for any L-generative set E of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L
and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E), if there exists an ISP(K)-model
of Ω then there exists an ISP(K)-free structure g(2?, Ω; ISP(K)). Hence by
Theorem 4, ILISP(K) is a universal Horn class containing the class ISP(K).
Therefore we have the property (#), because ILSP(K)=ILISP(K) and
The following theorem can be obtained in the similar way as in the proof
of the above theorem:
Theorem 5s. Let K be a class of structures for a first order language L.
Then, the class ILSP*(K) is the least universal s-Horn class that contains the
class K.
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5. Characterizations of universal Horn classes
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 5 and 55, we can obtain the
Theorem 6. Let K be an abstract class of structures of the same type.
Then,
(1) K is a universal Horn class if and only if S(if)cif, P(K)^K, and
(2) K is a universal s-Horn class if and only if S(K)^K, P*(if)cif, and
We now give another characterization of universal Horn classes, by using
natural limit structures.
Theorem 7. Let K be an abstract class of structures for a first order lan-
guage L. Then, in order that K is a universal Horn class, it is necessary and
sufficient that, for any L-generative set E of nullary operation symbols not belonging
to L and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E)y if a K-model of Γ exists for
each (X, Γ) G M(E, Ω) then a natural limit structure 2(E, Ω if) exists in the class if.
Proof. Let K be a universal Horn class. Then S(if) c i f and
follow from Lemmas 1 and 2 respectively. Now suppose that a if-model of Γ
exists for each (X, T)^M(Ey Ω). Then by Theorem 2, a if-free structure
$$(X, Γ; K) exists for each (X, Γ)(=M(E, Ω). Hence by the definition of a
natural limit structure, 2(E, Ω; if) exists, and by Lemma 4, &(E, Ω; K) is in if.
Conversely, let us assume that, for any L-generative set E of nullary opera-
tion symbols not belonging to L and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E),
if a if-model of Γ exists for each (X, Γ)<^M(E, Ω) then &(E, Ω; K) exists in the
class K. First we shall prove that, for any L-generative set E' of nullary opera-
tion symbols not belonging to L and for any set Ω7 of atomic sentences of L(E/),
if a if-model of Ωr exists then a if-free structure %(E', Ω'; K) exists. Now
suppose that a if-model of Ω7 exists. Then a natural limit structure 8(£", Ω7 K)
exists in the class K, because a if-model of Ω7 is a if-model of Γ' for each
(X\ Γ')(=M(E', Ω'). Therefore by Lemma 5, there exists a if-free structure
$S(E', Ωx; if), as desired. Hence by Theorem 4, IL(K) is the least universal
Horn class that contains the class if, moreover for any finite L-generative set X
of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L and for any finite set Γ of
atomic sentences of L(X), a finitely defined /L(if)-free structure %(X, Γ; IL(K))
exists if and only if a finitely defined if-free structure γ$(X, Γ if) exists, and
they are L-isomorphic if both exist. Hence by Theorem 3, any structure in
IL(K) is L-isomorphic to some natural limit structure &(E, Ω; IL(K))> and hence
it is L-isomorphic to £(#, Ω; if). Moreover we have that 2(E, Ω; if) is in if,
because each %(X, Γ; if) is a if-model of Γ, where (X, Γ ) E M ( £ , Ω). Hence
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any structure in IL(K) is in K, i.e. IL(K)^K, and hence IL(K)=K. There-
fore K is a universal Horn class.
Theorem 7s. Let K be an abstract class of structures for a first order lan-
guage L. Then, in order that K is a universal s-Horn class, it is necessary and
sufficient that for any L-generative set E of nullary operation symbols not belong-
ing to L and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E), a natural limit structure
, Ω; K) exists in the class K.
Proof. Let K be a universal s-Horn class. Then K contains a one-element
structure SI in which every atomic formula of L is valid. Now let E be an L-
generative set of nullary operation symbols not belonging to L, and Ω a set of
atomic sentences of L(E). Then SI is a i^-model of Γ for each (Xy Γ) <Ξ M(E, Ω).
Hence by Theorem 7, a natural limit structure 2(2?, Ω K) exists in the class K.
Conversely, assume that for any L-generative set E of nullary operation
symbols not belonging to L and for any set Ω of atomic sentences of L(E), a
natural limit structure 2(E, Ω K) exists in the class K. Then by Theorem 7,
K is a universal Horn class, and clearly K contains a one-element structure Sί in
which every atomic formula of L is valid. Now let Σ be a set of universal Horn
sentences which defines the class K. Then every universal Horn sentence in Σ
is a universal s-Horn sentence, because it must be valid in the one-element
structure SI. Hence K is a universal s-Horn class.
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